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November is here! All our kiddos had a
wonderfully spooky time at our Halloween
party. Thank you to all the parents who helped
with the Halloween potluck, we appreciate all
you do!

To start off November, the theme this week is all about harvest, and the letter of this
week is letter J. We will be learning about the life cycle of a corn, gourd, and sunflower,
and for a science experiment we will explore how to make dancing corn using corn kettle,
vinegar, and baking soda. We are going to have fun art projects where we will be using
corn on a cob for painting and make corn shakers.
In the second week of November, the theme is Thanksgiving, and the letter of the
week is K. This week for math, we will be working on counting using objects such as
candy corn, chain links, and unifix cubes. For art, we will be creating turkey crafts, a
thank you card, and cornucopia.
For the third week of November, we will be discussing my Community and the letter of
this week is L. We will be learning all about our community helpers, and how they help in
the Community. For math, we will be learning to count 5 by 5 and 10 by 10, and for
literacy, we will practice writing on the community helpers word wall. For art children
will creating a community map, a police badge, doctor bags and a recycling truck.
In week four, the theme is maps and globes, and the letter of this week is M. This week
will be short due to our Thanksgiving break, so we are going to get artistic with the
continents. For art children will cut the continents to create a poster, and
for science, we will be learning about the animals around the world and
their habitats.
For the last week of November, the theme is traveling around
the world, and letter of this week is L. We will be learning about
structures around the world, and what we need to travel, and
how airports work. For literacy, children will create a passport,
and learn to build the countries names by connecting the letters
with snap letter blocks. The arts will be filled with fun
architecture designs, making an Eiffel Tower, Italy’s Leaning
Tower of Pisa, and an Egyptian pyramid craft.

DETERMINED
I ask questions until I
understand the answer. I try
and try again. I never give
up. I work hard to get what I
want.

11/11 - Veteran Day
School Closed.
11/23- 11/25
Thanksgiving Holidays

Sophia 10/31-11/04
Lincoln 11/07-11/11
Eden 11/14- 11/18
Devon 11/28- 12/02

Lincoln 11/16

The weather will start
getting cold very soon
and we want to make
sure that your child is
prepared. Please send
your child in his/her
jack/sweater to stay
warm in this chilly
season.

